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which means that xa , xa , xa are linearly independent
~ (x) as specified by Lemma 1.1 in the form given by
mod P
[13], since in the LFSR/SR structure the zeroth cell of the LFSR
part is indexed with 0.
2) General LFSM and groups of cells with indexes greater than
d 0 1. In this case set A = fa1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ak g is such that ai  d,
1  i  k , that is, no cell lies within the LFSM part of the
LFSM/SR. This case is important in TPG since the SR part of
an LFSM/SR is many times a scan chain which is responsible
for providing all test-phase inputs (primary outputs and internal
flip–flops, plus any additional internal test input points) with test
values, while the LFSM part is responsible for providing with
values only the SR part (and not directly any proper circuit inputs). Then all ( ) values are the same with (ai ) = d 0 1,
and so all Dx sets are also the same with D(a ) = Dd01 . The
 ( ) values are  (ai ) = amax 0 ai = a1 0 ai . So the formula
now becomes a 2A j 2D
xd010j +(a ) = (x(a ) +
x(a ) + 1 1 1 + x(a ) ) j 2D
xd010j = (xa 0a + xa 0a +
a
0
a
d
0
10j
) j 2D
x
= 0 mod P (x): But since the
1 1 1+x
second term in the above product is of degree less than d and
P (x) is an irreducible polynomial, P (x) must divide the first
term xa 0a + xa 0a + 1 1 1 + xa 0a . But as shown in the case
above, this is equivalent to xa 0a + 1 1 1 + xa 0a + xa 0a +
1 1 1 + xa 0a being divisible by P~ (x), which is the condition of
Lemma 1.1. That is, in this case, all LFSMs with the same characteristic polynomial P (x) have the same behavior as a Type-1
LFSR with characteristic polynomial P (x) (as expected, since
every cell j after the (d 0 1)th receives just a shift-by-j version
of the characteristic sequence of the LFSM).
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A New Built-In TPG Method for Circuits With Random
Pattern Resistant Faults

IV. CONCLUSION
We investigated the linear dependencies in an LFSM/SR TPG for an
arbitrary LFSM. We obtained a formula that relates the linear dependencies with the characteristic polynomial of the LFSM and that can
be computed in very fast polynomial time. The formula, which generalizes a previously known formula for Type-1 LFSRs only, allows the
fast determination of linear dependencies in an LFSM/SR structure for
any LFSM, including in particular Type-2 LFSRs and CA.
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Spyros Tragoudas

Abstract—The partition of the inputs of a circuit under test (CUT) into
groups of compatible inputs reduces the size of a test pattern generator and
the length of the test sequence for built-in self-test (BIST) applications. In
this paper, a new test-per-clock BIST scheme is proposed which is based on
multiple input partitions. The test session consists of two or more phases,
and a new grouping is applied during each test phase. Using the proposed
method a CUT can be tested at-speed and complete fault coverage (100%)
is achieved with a small number of test vectors and small area overhead.
Our experiments show that the proposed technique compares favorably to
the already known techniques.
Index Terms—Built-in self-test, test pattern generators.

I. INTRODUCTION
Built-in self-test (BIST) [1]–[5] is an important promising technique
for testing large and complex systems. Minimal test application time,
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area overhead, and test data storage as well as minimal performance
degradation and at-speed testing is essential in many BIST applications.
In many applications 100% fault coverage is also desirable.
BIST schemes can be classified into two general categories [4], [5]:
test-per-scan and test-per-clock. In the test-per-scan scheme a complete
or partial scan path is serially filled by the test pattern generator (TPG)
[6]–[12], whereas in the test-per-clock scheme a new test vector is applied to the circuit under test (CUT) at each clock cycle [12]–[24]. In
this paper, we consider only test-per-clock BIST schemes.
BIST schemes are also classified according to the type of patterns
they generate. Pseudorandom BIST schemes [2] have the advantage of
very low hardware overhead. However, for circuits with random pattern resistant faults, high fault coverage cannot be achieved within an
acceptable test length. Test point insertion, weighted pseudorandom
patterns, CUT inputs reduction, and mixed-mode BIST are the main
techniques which have been proposed to solve this problem. Although
test point insertion methods [13] reduce the test length, they increase
the hardware overhead and may also pose additional delays on the critical paths of the system slowing down its performance. Weighted pseudorandom pattern BIST schemes which require very small hardware
overhead have been proposed in [14] and [15]. The method of [15] has
the additional advantage that it achieves almost complete fault coverage
with relatively short test sequences. However, [14] and [15] cannot be
easily used for at-speed testing, because some multiplexers should be
inserted between the linear feedback shift register (LFSR) outputs and
the CUT inputs. Input reduction based only on compatibility analysis
of the CUT inputs [16], [17] has the advantage of very small hardware overhead. However, in most cases the test sequence length is very
long. In order to reduce the test sequence length, the methods proposed in [18] and [19] insert logic between the TPG outputs and the
CUT inputs, which makes at-speed testing difficult. Mixed-mode BIST
schemes [12], [20]–[23] impose in the pseudorandom sequence deterministic test vectors for detecting the random pattern resistant faults.
The methods proposed in [20] and [22] insert logic between the TPG
outputs and the CUT inputs making at-speed testing difficult.
In a test-per-clock BIST scheme, a register must be modified in order
to operate as a parallel in—parallel out register during normal mode
and as a shift register, LFSR, or two-port register during test mode.
This modification may cause a delay in the normal operation of the
circuit, if the register is in the critical path. This is the minimal performance degradation that a test-per-clock BIST TPG may cause in the
normal operation of the circuit. Since the methods proposed in [14],
[15], [18]–[20], and [22] insert logic between the TPG outputs and the
CUT inputs, they may further affect the performance of the system in
normal operation.
In this paper, we propose a new TPG scheme that ensures: 100%
fault coverage, low hardware overhead, short test length, and at-speed
testing because it does not insert logic between the input flip–flops and
the CUT and minimal performance degradation. The proposed scheme
is based on multiple partitions of the CUT inputs into groups. A test
session consists of two or more phases and during each phase a new
grouping of the inputs is used. The number of groups is the same for
all phases. The majority of single stuck-at faults is detected by applying
the first grouping. New groupings are repeatedly applied, until the fault
coverage reaches 100%. The procedure for the first partition of inputs
into groups takes into account all the stuck-at faults, while for the remaining groupings only undetected faults are considered. Our goals,
small test set length and low area overhead, are obtained using two
grouping algorithms. The first algorithm selects the first grouping of
the inputs of the CUT using pseudorandom vectors, while the second
one selects the next groupings using pseudorandom test patterns for the
easy-to-detect faults and deterministic for the rest.

Fig. 1.

TPG with single group assignment.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the architecture of the TPG scheme while Section III presents the grouping algorithms. Experimental results are given in Section IV on the ISCAS’85
and the combinational part of the ISCAS’89 benchmarks.
II. PROPOSED TPG ARCHITECTURE
Consider a CUT with k inputs. The grouping of the k inputs of the
CUT into n groups (n < k) reduces the size of a TPG and the length
of the test sequence for BIST applications [16], [17]. As it is shown in
Fig. 1, the ith cell of an n-bit TPG, denoted by Ti , drives a group of
CUT inputs.
In order to achieve high fault coverage in circuits with many random
pattern resistant faults, many groups and hence very long sequences,
are needed. The test length can be cut down by reducing the number
n of groups, but this results in insufficient fault coverage. To achieve
high fault coverage with short test length we propose a new scheme
based on multiple partitions of the CUT inputs into groups. Then, the
test session consists of two or more phases, each one with a different
grouping of inputs. The number of groups is the same for all phases.
To reduce the hardware required for the implementation, the
grouping procedure proposed in Section III ensures that there are n
inputs of the CUT such that:
1) each one belongs to a different group from the other n 0 1 inputs
in all groupings;
2) each one of these n inputs is assigned to the same TPG output in
all groupings.
The TPG module can then be implemented by modifying suitably
the cells R1 ; . . . ; Rn of the k -bit input register (k > n). The proposed
scheme is given in Fig. 2. The block phase selection determines the
phase while the block assigning logic assigns the TPG outputs to the
inputs of the CUT depending on the phase. In the following, we describe the modules of Fig. 2 in more detail.
A. Input Register
We

denote

the

-input register of the CUT as
In normal mode the input register receives
inputs from the previous functional units and feeds them to the CUT.
The R1 . . . Rn cells are modified so that in test mode they implement
either an LFSR (with primitive characteristic polynomial) or a binary
counter. This part of the input register constitutes block TPG in Fig. 2.
The other part of the input register (M1 . . . Mk0n ) is modified to a
single-clock two-port register. The single-clock two-port register is
implemented with multiplexed flip–flops, which are controlled by a
test/normal mode signal. In test mode, the TPG module produces n
-bit vectors, and the assigning logic generates vectors each having
k 0 n bits. Hence, k -bit vectors are generated and applied to the
CUT. The inputs of the assigning logic module are driven from the
R1

. . . Rn M1 . . . Mk0n .

k
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. The proposed scheme.

flip–flops of the TPG. Hence, while a test vector is applied to CUT,
the input of each Ri receives the new value, corresponding to the new
state of the TPG. This value is also spread through the assigning logic
to the inputs of the cells Mj , which belong to the same group with Ri .
These logic values are stored in the cells R1 . . . Rn M1 . . . Mk0n at
the next clock edge and hence appear at the inputs of the CUT at the
next clock period. Then, taking into account that the delay of the CUT
is always greater than that of the assigning logic module, we conclude
that the test vectors are available at clock rate. Since the test vectors
are available at clock rate and our technique does not insert any logic
between the input register and the CUT inputs, we conclude that our
method is suitable for at-speed testing. We consider that a register
drives the inputs of the CUT; therefore, the multiplexers required for
the selection between normal operation and test mode are placed at
the inputs of the flip–flop of the input register (as in [16, Fig. 7]).
B. Phase Selection Module
The test session consists of one or more phases, where in each phase
we have a different grouping of the inputs. During a phase, the TPG
module of Fig. 2 generates all possible vectors. Fig. 3 presents the block
diagram of the phase selection module.
Let q be the number of phases. The last TPG state block identifies
the last state of the TPG and triggers a t-bit counter, t = dlog2 (q)e,
to increase. The decoder transforms the binary output of the counter
into the signals P1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pq , which determine the current phase of
the test session. During phase i, only Pi has the value 1. The counter
is initialized at the 00 . . . 0 state and is incremented at the beginning of
each new phase until it reaches state q . When the counter reaches state
q , the end of the test session is signaled by the end of testing block.
The area overhead of the phase selection module is very small. As
it is shown in experimental results, in most of the cases the number
of the phases is less than 16. Therefore, no more than four cells are
required for the implementation of the counter and the decoder is very
small. Since the length n of the TPG is generally low (12 or less in most
experiments), a very small number of gates is sufficient to identify the
last state of the TPG. The end of testing block is also very small.
We have to note that when the test session consists of only one phase,
the phase selection module is reduced to the last TPG state block which
signals the end of testing mode.
C. Assigning Logic Module
In each phase of the test session the cells M1 . . . Mk0n of the input
register are divided into n groups G1 ; . . . ; Gn . Cell Ri of the TPG also
belongs to group Gi . The cells of group Gi have identical logic values
stored during each phase. The assigning logic module is responsible
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Phase selection module.

for assigning each cell Mj to the appropriate cell of the TPG module,
in each phase. When the test session consists of more than one phase,
multiplexers can be used to accomplish this assignment. If cell Mj is a
member of p different groups during different phases, then a p ! 1
multiplexer is necessary to select the value to be stored to the cell.
If the cell is a member of the same group during all phases, then no
multiplexer is necessary. The number and the size of the multiplexers
can be reduced applying several simplifications.
1) Suppose that cells Mi and Mj of the two-port register belong to a
common group, during each phase. Then a common multiplexer
is sufficient to drive both cells.
2) Consider a test session with m phases and a cell Mj that belongs
to x different groups (x  m). Then less area overhead can be
achieved if a x ! 1 multiplexer along with some glue logic for
the selection signals is used to drive this cell instead of a m ! 1
multiplexer.
Many such simplifications can be performed due to the small number
of outputs of the TPG module and the small number of phases. The algorithm presented in Section III minimizes the hardware overhead of
the assigning logic module, by reducing the number of different outputs
of the TPG that correspond to an input of the two-port register during
all phases. In that way, a small number (even zero in many cases) of
smaller multiplexers is required for many inputs of the two-port register.1
III. GROUPING PROCEDURE
The objective of the proposed method is to find for a given length n
of the TPG, q different sets Si , with 1  i  q , each one consisting
of n groups Gij , with 1  j  n, of the primary inputs of the CUT.
In set Si group Gij consists of inputs of the CUT that in phase i of the
test session receive the same logic value as the input of the CUT driven
by the cell Rj of the TPG. The proposed method selects n cells of the
input register to construct the TPG module and considers the rest k 0 n
cells of the input register as the two-port register module.
First of all, we have to select a value for n. The selection depends
on the specific CUT. The value of n must be as small as possible, in
order to bound the number of test vectors generated by the TPG. At the
same time it is preferable for the first grouping to cover the majority of
easy-to-detect faults, in order to reduce the process time. For that reason
we apply random patterns to the circuit until there is a number of consecutive p = 100 vectors that do not detect any new faults. The number
of these vectors minus the p last ones is considered as the number of
vectors, s, detecting all easy faults. Then the first grouping must apply
n
n
2 0 1 vectors with 2 0 1  s; therefore, n = dlog2 (s + 1)e. Our
experiments have verified that this value is a good initial selection for
n. Other values close to n (greater or smaller) can be also considered
for achieving better hardware overhead or shorter test sequences (as we
can see at the experimental results) depending on the designer’s specifications.
1In the case of implementing the multiplexing logic using logic gates, further
area reduction can be achieved on the logic circuit by synthesis tools, which has
not been examined in this paper.
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The proposed grouping procedure consists of four main steps.
Step 1) The objective of the first step is to derive the first grouping,
set S1 , in such a way that the majority of the easy-to-detect
faults to be detected under this grouping. For that reason an
algorithm, Algorithm A, is used which does not guarantee
100% fault coverage but runs very fast. We then run fault
simulation for all vectors that can be applied to the CUT
under this grouping and discard the detected faults from the
fault list.
Step 2) At the second step, test vectors for the undetected faults are
extracted via an ATPG tool. The ATPG tool is utilized in
order to extract no less than one and no more than T (a
given parameter) test vectors for every nonredundant fault,
whenever that is possible. Multiple test vectors per fault are
needed in order to ensure alternatives and produce better
groupings on subsequent steps. The larger T is, the better
the remaining sets Si , i > , but the larger the execution
time of the ATPG tool is. A typical value used in our experiments for T is 30. Initially, the ATPG tool runs fault
simulation using random vectors and collects all vectors detecting at least one of the targeted faults. If for some faults
the random vectors fail to produce at least one test vector, a
deterministic ATPG algorithm is employed.
Step 3) In this step, the n cells R1 ; R2 ;
; Rn forming the TPG
are selected. The selection of the R1 ; R2 ;
; Rn is very
crucial, hence we developed an effective heuristic procedure.
Step 4) The last stage of the method has the objective to form sets Si
for i > . For that reason a heuristic algorithm, Algorithm
B, is developed which receives a set of undetected faults
and test vectors and creates a grouping detecting as many
of these faults as possible. This algorithm is iteratively executed until all nonredundant faults have been covered.

1

...

...

1

In the following, we present the details of Algorithm A, the TPG
cells selection, and Algorithm B.
A. Algorithm A

B. Selection of TPG Cells

= ...
IR = IR IR . . . IR
...
IM = IM IM . . . IM
...
= IR IM
...
IR IR . . . IR
...
WR( )
Hereafter, we denote as I
fI1 Ik g the set of inputs of the
CUT,
f 1 ; 2 ; ; n g the set of inputs driven by the cells
R1 ; R2 ;
; Rn of the TPG, and
f 1 ; 2 ; ; k0n g
the set of inputs driven by the cells M1 ; M2 ;
; Mk0n of the
two-port register. Obviously, we have I
[ . The selection
of cells R1 ; R2 ;
; Rn is equivalent to the selection of inputs
1; 2; ; n .
According to the first grouping the set I has been split into n groups
1
1
G1 ;
; Gn . From each group we select one representative so as to
Ia ; Ib
form set IR. In order to select the representatives, a weight
for every pair of inputs Ia , Ib is calculated. For each fault f of the
so far undetected faults F of the circuit, and for every pair of inputs
Ia , Ib we calculate the percentage pf Ia ; Ib of its test vectors that
have complementary logic values at these inputs. The higher the percentage pf Ia ; Ib is, the more difficult is the fault to be detected if
inputs Ia , Ib are put in the same group. However, since the test vectors, used by our method, for each fault may represent only a small
portion of the test vectors which detect this fault, the previous argument may be misleading if we base our decision on the exact value of
pf Ia ; Ib . Hence, for each range of values of pf Ia ; Ib we assign a
weight. When pf Ia ; Ib is less than 50%, less than half of the produced test vectors require complementary values at inputs Ia , Ib . In
this case, this fault can be easily detected even if inputs Ia , Ib receive
the same value and therefore we assign to wf Ia ; Ib the value of zero.
On the other hand, when pf Ia ; Ib is approaching 100%, then almost
all test vectors require inputs Ia , Ib to receive complementary values;
therefore, the probability that the fault will remain undetected if inputs
Ia , Ib receive always the same logic value is very large. In this case
wf Ia ; Ib is given a large value. Specifically, we assign weights in
the following way:

(

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

00. . . 0

[1 . . .

...

...

1

1]

2

1
+1

2

2

)

)

(

)

)

)

)

0 f ( a b ) 50%
2
50%  f ( a b )  70%
f ( a b) =
8 70% f ( a b )  90%
16 90% f ( a b )  100%
Then the weight WR( a b ) is estimated as the sum of f ( a b )
for all faults, that is WR( a b ) = f 2F f ( a b ). The value of
WR( a b ) is an indication of the impact of assigning inputs a , b in
the same group. When WR( a b ) is large, we should avoid putting a
;

11. . . 1

The vector
is applied to the CUT under any possible
grouping, regardless of whether the TPG is implemented as a counter
or an LFSR. When the TPG is implemented as a counter the vector
is also always applied. For that reason, depending on the used
TPG, we drop at the beginning the faults detected by these vectors.
We then consider one group containing all inputs of the CUT and
we attempt to split it into n groups G1 ; G2 ;
; Gn in n 0
repetitions. In each repetition m, with m 2 ;
;n0
, one of the groups
G1 ; G2 ;
; Gm is selected and split into two groups. In order to select a good group and a good way of splitting it, the algorithm applies
various random solutions until it cannot find a better solution for a predefined number of successive attempts. Specifically, each one of the m
groups is repeatedly divided into two random parts while in the same
time the rest m 0 groups remain unaffected. Then the m+1 vectors
produced by the m
groups are applied to the CUT and the additional
fault coverage is calculated. Among all the random groupings produced
by the algorithm, the one with the largest additional fault coverage is
selected.
In every repetition, the m+1 test vectors produced by the selected
m
groups are always a superset of the m test vectors produced
by the original m groups. For that reason, in each repetition, we execute fault simulation applying only the new vectors for the undetected
faults. This leads to a significant reduction of the execution time of Algorithm A.

+1

Algorithm A achieves very high fault coverage of the easy-to-detect
faults, even though the produced set S1 is formed randomly in a very
short time. However, due to its random nature, it cannot guarantee complete fault coverage.

w

I ;I

p

I ;I

<

;

p

I ;I

;

> p

I ;I

< p

I ;I

;

:

I ;I

w

I ;I

w

I ;I

I ;I

I ;I

I

I ;I

I

I

and Ib in the same group. In this case, we prefer to assign these inputs
in set IR to ensure that they will not be assigned in the same group in
any of the future groupings.
At first, among the inputs belonging to G11 and G12 we select
the inputs Ia1 2 G11 , and Ia2 2 G12 with the maximum weight
Ia1 ; Ia2 . We symbolize Ia1 and Ia2 as
1 and 2 , respectively. Then, we select, as representative of G13 , the input Ia3 2 G13
which has the larger sum
IR1 ; Ia3
IR2 ; Ia3 . We
symbolize Ia3 by 3 . In the same way we select, as the representative
of group G1p , the input Iap 2 G1p which has the maximum value of
p01
i ; Iap :
i=1

WR(

)

IR
WR(IR )

WR(

IR
IR
) + WR(
)

C. Algorithm B
Algorithm B receives as inputs: 1) a list of undetected faults; 2) a set
of multiple test vectors for them; 3) the set 1 ; 2 ;
;
n ; and 4)

IR IR . . . IR
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Fig. 4.

Graph reduction example.

the groupings constructed so far, and creates a new grouping detecting
as many faults as possible.
Consider a graph where nodes correspond to inputs and the edge
connecting two nodes represents the ability to put these inputs in the
same group. The nodes of the graph are divided into two sets: NR , the
nodes corresponding to inputs IR1 ; IR2 ; . . . ; IRn , and NM , the nodes
corresponding to inputs IM1 ; IM2 ; . . . ; IMk0n . Initially, all nodes of
set NR are connected to all nodes of set NM . This means that each input
of set NM can be put in the same group with each input of set NR . The
objective is to reduce the edges of the graph in order each node of set
NM to be connected with exactly one node of set NR . Then, all nodes
of set NM connected to node IRi , along with node IRi , construct a
single group. We note that each time the state of the graph represents
all permissible groupings of inputs.
The reduction of the graph edges is done as follows: Firstly, the algorithm selects a test vector t. Let the logic values of the bits corresponding to inputs IMj and IRi be complementary in t. Then in order
for t to be applied under any grouping, represented by the state of the
graph, inputs I Mj and I Ri must not be assigned in the same group.
Therefore, we remove the edge connecting the corresponding nodes. It
is obvious that after the removals imposed by vector t, each node of
set NM must be connected to at least one node of NR else the graph
will not represent a valid grouping. In the latter case, we reject the test
vector. This procedure is repeated until either all faults have been covered or there is not any other test vector of a so far undetected fault that
can be produced by the grouping. Then, if a node of NM is connected
to p nodes of NR , with p > 1, the hardware overhead required by each
connection is estimated and the p 0 1 connections with the larger hardware overhead are removed.
Fig. 4 presents a very simple example of the edge reduction procedure. In this example, a counter TPG is considered. Assume that initially we have sets NR = fIR1 ; IR2 g and NM = fIM1 ; IM2 ; IM3 g.
In state 1 all nodes of NR are connected to all nodes of NM . For
the vector (IR1 ; IR2 ; IM1 ; IM2 ; IM3 ) = 01 2 10 the connections
IR1 0 IM2 and IR2 0 IM3 have to be removed because the corresponding bits in the test vector are complementary. Then we get
state 2. In the same way for the vector (IR1 ; IR2 ; IM1 ; IM2 ; IM3 ) =
100 2 1 we get state 3 and the resulting groups are fIR1 ; IM3 g and
fIR2 ; IM1 ; IM2 g. The vectors produced by this grouping are (00000),
(01110), (10001), (11111); therefore, the required test vectors will be
applied to the CUT.
A very crucial factor for the efficiency of the algorithm is the selection of the test vectors used for the graph edge removal. Each test
vector and each undetected fault is associated with a cost. The cost of
test vector v indicates the possibility to fail covering other test vectors
if v is selected. Then, based on the costs of their test vectors, the faults
are classified into easy and hard and a cost is given to each one of them.
The details are given in the Appendix. A very good approach is to select test vectors beginning from the hard faults because easy faults can
be covered easily.
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The first step of the algorithm is the initialization of the graph and
the calculation of the costs of all undetected faults and the costs of their
test vectors. Then the algorithm executes repeatedly the following two
steps until the fault list becomes empty.
1) The test vectors list is checked for test vectors which do not make
any reductions of the edges of the graph. These vectors are produced by any grouping represented by the current state of the
graph, therefore the faults that are detected by these vectors are
discarded from the fault list.
2) The hardest fault is selected, that is the fault with the maximum
cost. If the fault has at least one test vector that can be applied
under a grouping represented by the state of the graph, then the
one with the smallest cost (less harmful) is selected. The graph
reductions are performed and the fault is discarded permanently
from the fault list, else the fault is temporarily discarded from
the list of the faults.
When the list becomes empty, all faults discarded temporarily are
appended again and new test vectors are extracted via the application
of a few random vectors. This is done because some of the undetected
faults may be quite easy and have more test vectors than the so far
extracted ones. If new test vectors are extracted the algorithm makes a
new effort to cover them by executing again the above procedure, else
the repetition terminates and the algorithm initiates a new repetition for
the construction of the next grouping.
The algorithm terminates when a repetition fails to cover any more
faults, or the edges of the graph cannot be furthermore reduced. In the
first case, the edges can be further reduced using hardware minimization criteria. For that reason, we examine the previous groupings and
try to make the most frequent assignments in the new grouping. In this
way, the necessary multiplexers can be minimized. Specifically, suppose that node IMj is connected with p nodes of the set NR . We select
to retain the connection which assigns input IMj to the group of input
IRi in which was mostly assigned in the previous groupings. The rest
of the p 0 1 connections are removed.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we
have performed several experiments. Table I gives experimental results
on the ISCAS’85 benchmarks. The first and the second column reports
the circuit name and the number of its inputs, while the third column
shows the TPG length used for the experiment. Columns 4 and 5 present
the number of phases and the total number of test vectors, respectively,
required for achieving complete 100% fault coverage. The area overhead column gives, in gate equivalents (GEs), the hardware required
for the implementation of the assigning logic module and the phase
selection module. We assume that each n-input NAND or NOR gate is
0:5 n gate equivalents, and each D flip–flop is equal to 3.5 gate equivalents. We also assume that the m ! 1 multiplexer is implemented by
the use of m transmission gates and is equal to 0:5 m gate equivalents.
Decoding logic is not used in the multiplexers because the control lines
are provided directly by the decoder shown in Fig. 3.
Table I shows that when the TPG size decreases, the number of
phases required for complete fault coverage increases as well as the
hardware overhead while the total number of vectors decreases. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the area overhead and the test length.
A BIST designer can select between a TPG with small size that leads
to a solution with less test vectors and more area overhead and a larger
TPG that leads to a solution with more test vectors and less area overhead.
The CPU time required for selecting the number of phases and the
groupings of the inputs of the CUT in each phase was measured on
a 500-MHz Intel Pentium-III processor system with 100-MHz system
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TABLE I
RESULTS FOR 100% FAULT COVERAGE ON THE ISCAS’85
BENCHMARK CIRCUITS WITH HARD TO DETECT FAULTS

TABLE II
RESULTS FOR 100% FAULT COVERAGE ON THE ISCAS’89 BENCHMARK
CIRCUITS WITH HARD TO DETECT FAULTS

of primary inputs of the corresponding circuit, f1 is the functional frequency of the CUT, and f2 is the scan-in frequency of the seeds. For
the technique of [12], the corresponding test application time is derived
by the formula
Test Application Time = Test Vectors 2 f1 + Seeds 2 P I
bus speed and 128 MBs of main memory and was always less than 30
min. The largest portion is due to the large number of random solutions
applied in algorithm A. This CPU time does not include the ATPG
component, which was not implemented with efficiency considerations
in mind since it can be substituted by any commercial ATPG tool.
In Table II, we present experimental results for the combinational
part of ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits with random pattern resistant
faults. In this case, the outputs of the flip–flops used for storing the
internal state of the sequential circuit are considered as primary inputs,
and the inputs of the flip–flops are considered as primary outputs.
Among the already known test pattern generation schemes for
test-per-clock BIST the schemes proposed in [14], [15], [18]–[20],
and [22] insert logic between the TPG outputs and the CUT inputs.
This makes at-speed testing of the CUT difficult and may affect
the performance of the system in normal operation. The hardware
overhead of the method proposed in [16] and [17] is minimal, however
the test lengths in most cases are very long. The methods proposed
in [12], [21], [23], and [24] as well as our method are suitable for
at-speed testing.
In Tables III and IV, we compare our method against [12], [21],
[23], and [24] for the ISCAS’85 and ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits
with random pattern resistant faults. Our method as well as MFBIST
[21] can provide several solutions which tradeoff the test length and
the hardware requirements. Among the derived solutions the best, with
respect to test length, are given. We note that a dash (-) in Tables III
and IV means that no results have been provided by the authors of the
referenced paper for the specific benchmark circuit.
The comparison presented in Table III is based on the number of test
vectors required for fully testing the CUT. We note that in [12] and in
[23] the seeds are loaded serially in the register. The same assumption
was made for [24] (no hint was given by its authors about this) since
this approach is commonly used and results in the minimum hardware
overhead. Thus, the test application time for the techniques of [23] and
[24] can be calculated by the formula
Test Appl. Time = (Test Vectors 0 Seeds) 2 f1
+(Seeds

2

P I)

2

f2

where test vectors and seeds are the number of the test vectors and seeds
needed by each technique for fully testing the CUT, P I is the number

2

f2

where test vectors = 3 2 Seeds 2 P I . For our method as well as
MFBIST the test application time is given by the formula
Test Application Time = Test Vectors 2 f1 :
Although in Table III we do not take into account the reseeding time,
our method favorably compares with those of [12], [21], [23], and [24].
In Table IV comparisons based on hardware overhead are given.
Note that the implementation of the MFBIST [21] test pattern generation scheme requires a quantity H1 in addition to the equivalent gates
listed in Table IV. H1 accounts for a ROM component, a shift register
with parallel load, a Control-PLA, and other combinational logic. Reference [21] does not give enough information to calculate the hardware
overhead of H1. From Table IV we can see that our approach in many
cases is less hardware intensive than MFBIST. The hardware H2 and
H3 required for the implementation of the control logic of the TPG
schemes presented in [23] and [24] cannot be calculated, because of
the lack of information provided in the papers. Even if we do not take
into account the hardware symbolized by H1, H2, and H3 we can see
that in most cases our method requires less hardware overhead than the
other techniques.
The logic required for the modification of an k -bit register into a
scan register in [12], [21], [23], [24] is equivalent to that required in
our scheme for the modifications of a part of a k -bit register to two-port
register and of the rest to an LFSR. Both modifications have not been
included in the hardware given in Table IV.
V. CONCLUSION
A new TPG scheme for circuits with random pattern resistant faults
has been proposed. This scheme is based on multiple groupings of
the inputs of the CUT. The number of groups n is constant. During
each test phase a new grouping is applied and the inputs belonging
to the same group are driven by the same output of an n-stage primitive LFSR or counter. Using the proposed method we achieve complete fault coverage with short test lengths and low hardware overhead
while supporting at-speed testing. The short test length implies that the
method is attractive to low energy applications. Our experimental results have shown that our approach compares favorably to the already
known test-per-clock built-in TPGs.
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TABLE III
TEST VECTOR COMPARISONS

TABLE IV
HARDWARE OVERHEAD COMPARISONS

APPENDIX
COST CALCULATION OF THE UNDETECTED FAULTS AND
THEIR TEST VECTORS
At first, a weight is assigned to each edge of the graph which represents the possibility this edge to be removed during the execution of
the algorithm. All edge’s weights are initialized to zero. Then for each
pair (IMj ; IRi ) we increase the weight of the edge IMj
IRi by
w=t, where t is the number of the test vectors of fault f which can be
applied under the current state of the graph and w the number of them
which remove edge IMj
IRi .
The weight of the edges will be used for the estimation of the costs
of test vectors and faults. There are some useful properties regarding
the weights of the edges.
1) Consider that all edges of node IMj have large weights. Then many
test vectors will require the removal of these edges and considering
that at least one of them must not be removed we come to the deduction that there is a strong possibility that some faults may be
left uncovered. For that reason, we preserve these edges as long as
possible, by avoiding selecting test vectors removing them. A good
estimation of this property is given by

!

!

RemoveFreedom(IMj ) =

1
IR 2R

Weight (IMj

!

IRi )

where R is the set of nodes IRi connected via an edge with IMj .
Smaller values of RemoveFreedom(IMj ) indicate greater number
of faults that will remain uncovered. This is due to the fact that
if a test vector removing an edge of node IMj is selected, then a
large number of test vectors will not be produced by the groupings
represented by the state of the graph.

2) Suppose that some edges of node IMj have large weights, while the
others have small but not zero. In this case, there are far more test
vectors removing edges with large weights than vectors removing
edges with small weights. Therefore, the edges with large weights
are more likely to be removed during the execution of the algorithm.
Hence, the best policy is to prefer selecting vectors that remove
the edges with large weights and preserve edges with the smaller
weights. The reason is that edges with large weights are expected
to be removed by many test vectors. If we remove all edges with
small weights, taking into account that at least one edge cannot be
removed (the last one), then it is obvious that this edge will have
large weight. This means that many faults may become uncovered.
A good estimation of this property is given by
RemoveDanger(v; IMj ) =

1
IR 2R

Weight (IMj

!

IRi )

where v is a test vector and R3 is the set of all nodes IRi which
satisfy the condition the selection of test vector v removes the edge
IMj
IRi . The larger the RemoveDanger(v; IMj ) is, the larger
is the number of faults which will become undetected if vector v is
selected.
3) When an edge of node IMj has zero weight, then a vector for
removing this edge does not exist. Therefore, no matter what removals are going to be made at the node, this edge will never be
removed. For that reason, such a node should not be taken into account in our decisions since always guarantees a valid solution.
Based on the above observation we define the cost of a test vector as

!

RemoveDanger (v; IMj )

VectorCost(v ) =
IM 2M

RemoveFreedom (IMj )
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where M is the set of all nodes IMj excluding those fulfilling property
3. The larger the cost of a vector v is, the less test vectors can be produced by the grouping if v is selected.
The cost of a fault f , with Vf denoting the set of its test vectors, is
then estimated as
FaultCost(f ) =

v 2V

WeightVector(v ):

A larger fault cost indicates that it is harder for the algorithm to
cover it.
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BDS: A BDD-Based Logic Optimization System
Congguang Yang and Maciej Ciesielski

Abstract—This paper describes a novel logic decomposition theory
and a practical logic synthesis system, BDS. It is based on a new binary
decision diagrams (BDD) decomposition technique which supports all
types of decomposition structures, including AND, OR, XOR, and complex
MUX, both algebraic and Boolean. As a result, the method is very
efficient in synthesizing both AND/OR and XOR-intensive functions. It
also has a capability to handle very large circuits, as it employs the
BDD decomposition in the partitioned Boolean network environment.
The experimental results show that BDD-based logic decomposition is
a promising alternative to the existing logic optimization approaches.
In particular, it offers a superior runtime advantage over traditional
logic synthesis systems.
Index Terms—BDD, logic optimization, synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional logic optimization methodology, based on algebraic
factorization [1], [2], has gained tremendous success and emerged as
a dominant method in logic synthesis. However, while near optimal
results can be obtained for AND/OR-intensive functions of control
and random logic, results are far from satisfactory for arithmetic
and XOR-intensive logic functions, which can be more compactly
represented as a combination of AND/OR and XOR expressions.
Although logic optimization methods based on Boolean factorization
can potentially offer better results than algebraic methods, they failed
to compete with algebraic techniques due to their high computational
complexity. We believe that this failure of Boolean optimization
techniques is caused by inappropriate data structure used to represent
Boolean functions. The predominant cube representation used by
those techniques naturally favors algebraic-based methods and is not
suitable for Boolean operations. Consequently, Boolean operations
such as MUX and XOR received less attention from the onset of
logic synthesis research.
We believe that logic synthesis methods will keep evolving with
the emergence of newer and more efficient logic representations, and
in particular with the accumulation of expertise in binary decision
diagrams (BDDs). This paper presents the first results of research
that address this new opportunity. It presents a novel theory and a
set of efficient techniques for logic decomposition based on BDD
representation. We show that logic optimization can be efficiently
carried out through an iterative BDD decomposition and manipulation.
Our approach proves to be very efficient for both AND/OR- and
XOR-intensive functions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
unified logic optimization methodology that allows one to optimize
such diverse classes of logic functions. We also present a practical
and complete BDD-based logic optimization system, BDS, that can
handle arbitrarily large circuits. It employs the BDD decomposition
techniques in the partitioned Boolean network environment.
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